
frame colourstorage place

TE250 table

[gunnar]
Modern eating culture.

This nice table has a robust, oiled wooden tree board. The 

steel underframe is available in different colours. We’ve 

consciously chosen a contrast between the rustic sur-
face and the filigree, modern underframe.

www.schillig.com
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Tables

Table base frame

TE160

table 160 x 100 cm wooden 
tree board

160/100/76/0

TE190

table 190 x 100 cm wooden 
tree board

190/100/76/0

TE220

table 220 x 100 cm wooden 
tree board

220/100/76/0

TE250

table 250 x 100 cm wooden 
tree board

250/100/76/0

TU2

table underframe STEEL no 
surcharge

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height. Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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Order information
All of the dimensions given are approximate dimensions 
in cm. We reserve the right to make changes. Dimensions 
are given as follows: width/depth/height.
Wooden top thickness: ca. 4,2 cm
Headroom: ca. 71,5 cm
Chromatic aberrations: 
The wooden structure is different from ordering to ordering. 
Deliveries after colour samples are basically excluded from 
complaints and exchange. We take care of the best 
correspondence possible.
Implementation of the tabletops:  
Wood is a natural material, therefore sometimes more or 
less branches can seems in the tabletops. This is a typical 
quality sign for products and is no reason for complaint.
Shrinkage cracks:  
There may be natural cracks and notches in the wood. These 
have no influence on the stability of the piece of furniture. 
Shrinkage cracks are not subsequently filled, as the filling 
material could flacke off.
Open knotholes:  
The table tops may have knotholes which vary in number, 
shape and size.
Depth structures:  
Varying wood properties in the machining process result in 
different structures, which can deviate in depth.

• Metal colour for frame STEEL

Noble solid 
wood
The wooden 

board is of 

oiled solid 

wood in wild 

oak imple-

mentation. A 

lot of value was placed on a “wild look” 

- depth structures, open knotholes and 

shrinkage cracks are desired and clearly 

visible. Every table is unique!

STEEL table 
underframe
The table 

underframe is 

made of steel. 

It’s available in 

different 

metal colours.

Noble 
wooden tree 
board
The table is 

made of 

wooden tree. 

The strong 

character with 

indentations in the surface is consciously 

wanted and of the finest quality.
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Frame Structure
Base frame - metal construction

Table board - of natural oak wood

Frames

STEEL frame diff. 
metal col.

T U2

Metal colours: 
The frame STEEL is available in different metal colours. Please indicate 
when ordering.
Powder-coated: 
The colours M21 silver, M56 bronze, M95 anthracite and M99 black are 
powder-coated.

Available metal colours

high-gloss chr.

M20

silver

M21

bronze

M56

anthracite

M95

black

M99
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Upholstered furniture made with passion.
Your model is the product of German design and engineering. The family-owned company W.SCHILLIG has more 

than 70 years’ experience of technical skill, trend-setting ideas, attractive design and know-how from Germany. 

The result is upholstered furniture that guarantees first class comfort and attention to detail. We keep sustaina-

bility and protection of resources in mind when choosing the materials we use.

www.schillig.com
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The RAL quality mark for furniture stands for the 
certain knowledge that this is a non-hazardous 
piece of furniture of reliably high quality and with 
an attractive design. The Deutsche Gütegemein-
schaft Möbel makes sure of this with numerous 
tests. Inspections also safeguard the testing 
system.
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The highest European accolade for 
systematic, in-house, environmental 
management. Improvement of 
environmental protection services.
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TE220 table TE220 table

TE250 table


